All oil and gas well operators in Utah are required to submit monthly production reports to the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. This publication is a summary of those reports, giving detail by operator.

- **Units of Measure**
  1. Oil production is measured in Barrels (42 U.S. gallons) and abbreviated as “BBL”.
  2. Gas production is measured in Thousand Cubic Feet and abbreviated as “MCF”.

- **Production by Operator**
  - All oil and gas operators with “active” wells (i.e., wells in a producing, shut-in, or temporarily-abandoned status during the report month) are listed on the report.
  - All oil and gas operators that have any cumulative production are listed on the report, even if they no longer have any active wells.
  - **WARNING**: The cumulative production volumes shown for each operator may not be 100% accurate. The division’s pre-1984 well production data is not associated with any operator information in our electronic data files. The cumulative production for each well from this time period has therefore been added to the well’s first known operator in our database. In addition, some pre-1984 cumulative volumes were obtained from sources other than actual production reports on record with the division. The accuracy of those volumes is unknown.

- **Report Accuracy**
  Substantial effort is made to create an accurate report, however errors may occasionally occur. Discovery of any discrepancies may be reported to the division by calling (801) 538-5331.

- **Frequency of Report Generation**
  Each web report is created when a majority of operators have submitted their reports to the division for each calendar month. The web reports are generally run once and not updated at a later time to include amendments made by well operators or the division.